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  Name:                                               Language Homework – Q4:3            Date: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
   This week’s word list 
(use these words to answer this 

week’s questions) 
    plausible           autopilot 
    telepathic          interior 
    gullible              perennial 
    permit               cooperate 
    autofocus          teleplay 
    impression        combine 

Sort the words. 
able, 

capable 
far, from 

afar 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sort the words. 
self 

 
through, 

thoroughly 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sort the words. 
in, on, into with, 

together 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Which word best completes 
the sentence? 

 

Timothy is so ___________ 
he will believe anything I tell 

him. 

Which word means… 
 

the ability to 
communicate between 

minds without speaking. 

Which word best completes 
the sentence? 

 

He switched the plane to 
___________ once it was 

in the air. 

Which word means… 
 

to work together. 

Fix the sentence.  
Fragment or Run-on? 

 

When baking a cake, you 
must first mix all the 

ingredients then you must 
bake it in the oven. 

Correct the sentence. 
 

kristin and luis allready 
visited there friend in san 

jose, california. 

What does queasy mean? 
 
 

After riding the roller 
coaster three times, I felt 

a little queasy. 

Write a SYNONYM & 
ANTONYM for queasy.  

 

Synonym:   
 
Antonym:   

Which definition of lack is 
being used in the sentence? 

 

Henry cannot complete his 
work because he lacks a 

pencil. 

 

Replace the underlined word 
with a more precise word. 

 

I played with a bunch of 
these. 

 

Complete the sentence with 
the correct progressive past 

tense verb. 
 

We ___________ (sew) a 
quilt for my mother’s 

birthday. 

Complete the sentence with 
the correct progressive 

future tense verb. 
 
We ___________ (sew) a 

quilt for my mother’s 
birthday. 

Correct the dialogue. 
 

Nat said I will only go 
outside once the sun 

goes down.  

Simile or Metaphor?  
What does it mean? 

 
 

She is as tall as the 
mountains. 

Put the adjectives in the correct 
order in the sentence. 

 

 

Sony, 52-inch 
 

I just bought a __________ 

____________ television. 

What is the meaning of the 
idiom? 

 

He missed the boat. 

Which modal auxiliary verb 
shows necessity? 

 

would, should, must 
 

You _______ write your 
name on your paper. 

Which relative adverb best 
completes the sentence? 

 

where, when, why 
 

Only Amy knows 
_______ I don’t like 

penguins. 

Underline the 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE in 

the sentence. 
 

The kids ran down the 
street. 

Which relative pronoun best 
completes the sentence? 

 

who, whose, whom, 
which, that 

 

Thirty people will be at the 
show, all of ______ are 

between the ages of 12 and 24. 
    Where does the comma 

go? 
 
She gave him a big hug 
for she had not seen him 

in two years.   

Which word best completes 
the sentence? 

 

to, two, too 
 

I love blueberry pancakes 
________. 

Rewrite the two sentences 
below as a COMPOUND SENTENCE. 

 

I ran to the bus stop. 
The bus had already left. 

Which word best completes 
the sentence? 

 

there, their, they’re 
 

_______ going to be 
staying at my house. 

Write the meaning of the 
suffix ology. 

 

Make a list of words with 
ology. 

 

Write the meaning of the 
underlined word. 

 

The heart surgeon 
studied cardiology in 

college.  

Write the meaning of the 
underlined word. 

 

I need to find a doctor 
who studied dermatology 
to check out this rash on 

my arm.  
 


